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HINGES 

BOTTOM MOUNT SLIDING GATE 
TRACK WHEELS
These bottom mount track wheels are easy to install 
and mount to the bottom of the gate frame, allowing 
it to slide along the track. 
- Zinc plated, stainless steel, and  
stainless/nylon track wheels available

These gate wheels offer a low profile option and 
require a cut out section in the gate frame to install. 
- Zinc plated, stainless steel, and stainless/nylon 
track wheels available

END CATCH AND GATE STOPPER

HANGING GATE AND DOOR HARDWARE

Easy to install and operate, Richmond supply a range of hanging 
hardware to suit all manner of heavy duty commercial applications, 
without interfering with the ground or walkways. Our range includes: 
Hanging roller channels, heavy-duty 2 & 4 wheel roller sets, wall & 
roof mount support brackets, end stoppers, floor mount door guides, 
track joiners, and end stops.

CANTILEVER GATE HARDWARE

A range of rollers, track and hardware to build heavy 
duty domestic, commercial, or industrial cantilever 
system. Our range includes gate wheel guides, 
channel end caps, 5 wheel roller sets, gate end 
catches, and 68-140mm cantilever gate channels.

NYLON GATE GUIDE ROLLERS

RECESSED GATE TRACK WHEELS

Manufactured from UV resistant 
nylon our superior gate guide rollers 
offer a low friction, low wear solution. 
Guide rollers are used to support the 
gate frame during opening  
and closing.

A gate stopper and end 
catch stop the gate from 
extending too far during 
opening or closing. The 
gate end catch provides 
a secure resting point for 
the gate when it is closed. 
At the other end, the gate 
stopper prevents the gate 
from moving further than 
the track during opening.

We stock a wide variety of hinges, latches, 
brackets, and more for building all kinds of 
swing gate systems.  

SLIDING GATE TRACK

Galvanised sliding gate track to suit track 
wheels. There are many benefits to using 
bolt down track instead of the concrete in 
alternative. Besides the ease of installation 
on existing concrete driveways, it is a simple 
process to replace a section of the track if 
damage was to occur in future.  
- 1m and 3m lengths available


